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Distribution Problems of University Presses
By Netta W. Wilson
Publicity Department, University of Minnesota Press

s

WAP" columns in the Sunday papers labyrinths of our business will show this

are always worth glancing through
for the sake of the short, short stories
they suggest. Somebody wants to swap a
1921Model T for a twin baby-buggy, or a
one-tube radio set for a pair of trained
fleas. Writers looking for tips might well
read the swap columns. So might economists who believe the vublic demandis
limited to certain staples and luxuries
commonly advertised. So might inventors with an itch to create something
that, so far as they know, nobody ever
yet thought of wanting. Somewhere
somebody always wants the most unlikely things, and is willing to pay for
them - often in real money instead of
old wind-up phonographs and handchurn washinp:
" machines.
Because this is true, the university
presses of this country have been born
and have lived to grow up. Any publisher will tell anyone in any other business that his -the oublisher's -business is the most precarious in the world;
fluctuating costs, fickle public, and all
that sort of thing. But consider the'plight
of the university press! The commercial
publisher at least produces something
that somebody wants all the time and
that everybody wants some of the time.
The university presses, judging from
titles listed in their slim little catalogues,
are turning out books that few people
want a t any time.
Yet a little more penetration into the

generalization to be as faulty as generalizations usually are. To begin with,
most university presses have a t some
time or another come out into the sunshine with a best seller. Sometimes it
didn't sound in the feast as if i t were
going t o be a best seller; often it was a
problem child t h a t grew up to be a
credit to its parents and sponsors. And
no one was more surprised than those
same parents and sponsors. For the university presses are not in business with
the idea of producing best sellers. Most
of them are not, properly speaking, "in
business" at all. For business implies
profit making. If a university press
makes a profit on one lucky book, that
Little surplus is swallowed up at once in
the yawning deficit of some other book.
It is those deficit-making books, those
books that could never conceivably make
a profit, that are the distinctive products of university presses. It is in the
output of books that will sell, perhaps,
a few hundred copies only, that the university press makes its most significant
contribution. And this brings us again to
our "swap " customers.
If you were a respectable citizen living
in a Middle Western city you probably
wouldn't know that somebody on your
block wanted a n elephant howdah and
was willing t o give (a) a diamond ring or
(b) cash if he could get one in a hurry.
Likewise i t might not occur to you that
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somewhere a prospective reader was
eagerly awaiting the appearance of "The
Vowel: Its Physiological Mechanisms as
Shown by X-Ray," or "Martial and the
Epigram in Spain in the Sixteenth and
Seventeenth Centuries," or "A Treatise
on Algebraic Plane Curves." Those are
actual titles of Woks published in the not
distant past by university presses. On a
university press you learn, after a while,
that if a man has something new to contribute on any subject - from philosophy to philately, from orthography to
the ornithorhynchus, from cautery to
Catullus - if he has obviously checked
his sources carefully and handled his
material with scientific accuracy, then as
soon as his book is available the world,
that little world that is interested in his
subject, will make, not perhaps a pathway to his door but a t least a determined
etfort to get hold of his book.
That is where the university presses
come into the picture. They publish, as
every librarian and every bibliophile
knows, books that no commercial publisher would undertake - not because
they are not good books, but because
there is likely to be loss rather than profit
in their publication and distribution.
The university press, sometimes with research funds from its own institution,
sometimes with the help of private donations, usually with some contribution
from the author himself, publishes the
book. Now we have an equation with the
finished book on one side and the prospective customer on the other. The problem is to bring them together - a
problem, in effect, of distribution. How
shall we make known to the man who
may be impatiently waiting, anywhere
from Leningrad to Trinidad, for our
freshly-issued treatise on "City Bosses
in the United States" or "Growth in
the Fetal Period," that his long-desired
book is now ready?
This is still to some extent a problem,
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though the university presses have done
a good deal toward solving it. Part of the
solution consists of the Educational
Directory, a cooperative mailing list
maintained jointly by a number of
presses and operated from a central
office a t the University of Chicago.
To a large extent, however, each press
must still solve its own distribution
problems. I t must use judiciously its
small appropriation for advertising, it
must make the most of the goodwill that
has always been its lot from people who
understand its unique work. Always
bearing in mind that it must bring together the person interested in some particular aspect of a certain subject, and
the book on that phase of the subject,
the university press has found no likelier-looking customer than the special
library. I t would be difficult virtually
impossible - to find a book on any university press list that would not be a
desirable accession for some special library. General libraries have always been
among our best and most appreciative
customers, but to special libraries our
work appeals even more pointedly. For
here is the ideal combination -an extremely specialized book, and a library
that wants almost nothing except extremely specialized books.
Both special libraries and university
presses are comparatively young. Both
are comparatively small. The young and
the ,small survive best when they combine and develop through cooperation.
With so much to be gained on both sides,
there is surely every reason why the
special libraries and the university
presses should draw much closer together.
We, the university presses, and you,
the special libraries, need permanent a d
sincere m6peration with one another.
We have something that, from time to
time, you want; something that you can
get nowhere else and that we can sell
nowhere else. Let's get together!

-
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Romance of a Picture-From the Photographer
to the Files
By Maurice Symonds
Librarian, New York Daily News

HEN a newspaper photographer is
Wsent
out by the assignment editor to
obtain pictures on an important story, he
faces a task requiring intelligence, initiative and sometimes courage of a high degree. If i t is of a train wreck, or a building
collapse or an automobile accident, he
must, first of all, arrive on the scene
quickly, either by plane, automobile, boat
or subway, to photograph the victims, or
what is left of the wreckage. He must be
prepared to overcome obstacles, sometimes interposed by the authorities.
Some assignments are easy, especially
those covered by prearrangements. I t is
just a matter of having your object properly posed. But regardless of the type of
assignment in taking news pictures the
time factor is of vital importance. The
films or plates must be brought back to
the office expeditiously enough to make
the editions.
Wherever the photographer goes, he
usually carries with him his box of tools.
He inust see that his camera, invariably
the speed graphic, ik in order, and that
he has enough film, as well as several
bulbs. Flash powder is also included in
the photographer's equipment. I t is used
only when taking a picture of a fire, or a
scene, which requires distance or range.
The use of film is also making heavy
inroads over the use of plates: Vast improvements have been made in their production during the last ten years. The
speed of the emulsion placed on film has
been made faster and therefore many
photographers find that they can get
greater tone and better depth by employing film. Then again, from the librarian's
viewpoint, consider the amount of space

saved in filing. An ordinary glass plate
measures in thickness one-eighth of an
inch, while the placing of five film negatives together measures less than this.
Now, abandoning our digression, let us
focus our attention on our photographer
again. As soon a s he returns to the office,
he goes into his dark room in the Studio t o
develop his negatives. After all the negatives are developed, the Studio Manager
makes a selection of the best ones, and
orders one o r two prints knocked off of
each. When the photographer knows
what has been selected, and while they
are being printed, he writes his captions.
This done, the prints are sent over to the
Picture Editor.
The Picture Editor's desk is situated in
the Art Department. He is, of course,
fully familiar with the news of the day.
He has already seen the assignment
schedule and knows what stories are being covered. When the prints are turned
over t o him. he selects the best of them
to appear in the paper. Some are laid
aside for the front page; others for the inside center pages, and those dealing with
sports are usually placed on the back
page. Several are marked to go with miscellaneous stories. Whatever the type of
picture, it is assigned the proper placement in the paper. Unusual pictures are
put aside for the Rotogravure. In addition t o pictures provided by the staff
photographers, some are purchased from
salesmen of the various syndicates, who
make their rounds of newspaper offices
each morning. Frequently many are acauired from these outside sources. In
some cases, shots are bought from private
individuals who happen t o have some-
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thing of news value. But before any purchase is consummated, the library is consulted in order to ascertain whether such
photographs may not be in the files.
The library file clerk's fint duty each
morning is t o gather all the published
pictures from the Art Department.
Others, made from the extra negatives,
but which were not used, are also collected from the Picture Editor. Several
pictures which have been retouched, and
of which cuts were made, but not used,
are a h picked u p in the Composing
Room. These are called holdovers, and
are sometimes published the following
day. Then, too, there are the unused Associated Press wirephotos and originals
and also those of the Acme senrice which
the Picture Editor sends into the library.
Including those coming through the
mails, and the batches sent in by the
movie, drama and sports departments, it
is safe t o say that the total of pictures
received by the library each day easily
reaches the 400 mark.
Now we come to the job of separating
the published and the unpublished prints.
This is essential to make possible the captioning of those that were published. If
among the daily collection are prints made
up for the Advance Rotogravure or Sunday sections, they are placed in a special
drawer so marked and held until date of
publication.
Starting with the last edition, captions
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underneath the printed pictures are
dated with a rubber stamp and cut from
the paper. Captions are then sorted in
this order: men, women, doubles, groups,
subjects and sports. The next step is to
sort the published pictures in the same
manner. These are then matched with the
proper captions cut fmm the paper. All
usxi prints must be accounted for.
Now the captions are pasted on the
back of each picture. The date thereon
tells when it was used, and the printed
word gives all the information.
Unused photographs must then be
gone over carefully. Many are saved for
the permanent file, while others, known
as third, fourth, and paor prints, are put
in a day by day folder, filed in a drawer,
and held for several months. Many extra
prints on personalities are saved, especially when they show a pose different
from the one which already has been used.
Pictures for the permanent file are
marked with a heavy blue pencil. The
marker, having considerable experience,
knows just where they should be stored.
Filing is the next step. First, group
pictures arecross-filed.The remaining ones
are sorted in an A-to-Z arrangement and
placed. So a t last, the job of gathering,
sorting, captioning, dating, discarding
and filing of pictures has been completed.
And the newspaper photograph finds its
orderly repose in the files of the modern
metropolitan newspaper library.

Conference News
Montreal, June 16-19, 1936
ITH Mary Jane Henderson, InWvestment
Librarian, Sun Life As-

of four important committees have been
appointed. They are as follows:

surance Company of Canada, as Convention Chairman, the Montreal Special
Libraries Association has swung into action and is preparing for the 1936 Convention. Up to the present, the chairmen

Committee on Local Arrangements - Mrs.
Percy Newman, Secretary of the McGill University Library School.
Programme Committee - Miss M . E.
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Martin, Librarian, Royal Bank of
Canada.

-

Local .Advance Publicity Committee
Mr. W . H. Hoyes, Bureau of Economics, Canadian National Railways.
Banquet Committee - Mrs. W . S. Caldwell.
The Local Advance Publicity Committee for the convention feels that the
members should have every opportunity
of knowing before hand some of the
scenic and historical attractions of Montreal and the Province of Quebec. Believing the Old Chinese Legend, "One Picture is better than 1,004 words," i t has,
through the cobperation of the Canadian
National Railways Publicity Department, made it possible for each of the
Chapters to have a showing of one or
more films of the locale of this year's convention and the surrounding territory.
This presents a splendid opportunity to
create interest.
During the past ten years, Montreal
has become increasingly popular as a
convention city. There are many reasons
for this, not the least of which is its accessibility. Situated as it is on an island
at the junction of the Ottawa and St.
Lawrence Rivers, the city is approachable from every direction and by every
means of transportation.
The convention visitor finds himself in
a city of sharp contrasts - a modern,
cosmopolitan city with an old world
charm of atmosphere, a great seaport
which is one thousand navigable miles
from the open sea, the metropolis of an
English-speaking country where the official language is French, a city where
two dominant races of people live happily
side by side in friendship and harmony.
With Mount Royal rising in the background, and beautiful Lake St. Louise a t
the side door, Montreal offers to its inhabitants facilities for every form of
6
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recreation. The city itself is of great historical interest, and there are many
places to visit in this connection the
Chateau de Ramezay, the Round Towers, and Marguerite Bourgeois Farm, to
mention but a few.
Each year a greater number of people
find it profitable to combine summer
holidays with a convention at Montreal,
because of the many opportunities for
side-trips. A great favorite is the voyage
up the Saguemy River which also includes a visit to Quebec City. Some find
it interesting to continue down the St.
Lawrence to Prince Edward Island, while
motorists seem unable to resist the
famous Gasp6 tour, and even those with
only a few extra days a t their disposal
may proceed to Cornwall and sail
through the Thousand Islands to Rochester, N. Y . So that no matter how hurriedly or uninterestingly one may arrive,
there is no pdssible excuse for a drab return.

-

Preliminary Travel Notes
From most Darts of the United States
and Canada there is a 30-day summerexcursion rail fare, but it is not yet
known what the rates will be next June.
Approximate round-trip fares from a few
of the big centers are given below, t o help
delegates in planning their attendance:
Boston. ..........................
(If ten travel together on going trip,
this would be reduced to 513.38.)
New York City.. ...................
Philadelphia. .....................
Washington ........................
Chicago. .........................
Detroit.
Quebec.
Toronto ........................

..........................
...........................

Reservations a t the Mount Royal
Hotel should be made direct. Rates are
$3.50, $4.00 and $5.00 for single rooms,
and $5.00, $6.00, $7.00 and $8.00 for
double rooms with twin beds.
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Statistical Reference Work
By Linda H . Morley
Librarian, Industrial Relations Counselors

Part 11. Sources of Statistical Information
Richmond Mayo-Smith,' devoting one
volume to economics and one to sociology, gives a history and appraisal of
statistics up to the date of publication
and under each division of the subject
treated, a "bibliographical note" in
which the sources of old figures are
described.
John Koren's "History of Statistics
is often of assistance when statistics of
foreign countries are needed. I t tells
what government and other bodies have
compiled statistical series and in what
fields. From time to time the business
librarian wants to know a t what intervals
and how far back the census has been
taken in a certain country and what information was collected. Koren is a useful guide here because i t is arranged by
country. Its principal value for our own
country is for the information given on
state statistics.
Of greater value for the United States
is%chmeckebier's "Statistical Work of
t h e National Government," which can
be used as a source book for statistics
compiled by the departments and buGuides to Statistical Sources
reaus a t Washington.
Now that the United States has taken
There are so many publications that
act as guides to statistical sources in steps toward coordination of all governdifferent fields that it would not be possi- ment statistical activities by the estabble to describe them here, nor would it lishment of the Central Statistical Board,
be desirable, because each librarian is we may hope that in the not too distant
familiar with those in his own field. future a general index to current staOccasionally, however, we need to obtain tistical data issued by the several departeconomic or social statistics covering a ments, etc., may be provided. (Although
long period of years or want to know this board was created by executive order
I Pt. I. "Statistic8 of Soclolopy," N. Y.. Columbla Unlwhere current series of general business
Presa, 1910.399 p and Pt. 11, "Statlatlcn and Eee
statistics are compiled. There are a few verelty
nomlc~." N.Y., Mamullan, 1899, 467 p.
N. Y., Maemillan. 1918, 773 p
aids of this character that may be worth
F. Scbmeckebier. Baltimore, John# Hopkina, 1925,
reviewingfihe "Science of Statistics" by 574' L.
p

WHILE

in general library reference
work one may turn first to such
publications as encyclopedias, yearbooks
and other compilations that give many
figures, most special librarians use these
only as a last resort because not only are
they secondary sources but they seldom
indicate the source of the figures given,
and most specialists, statisticians, research workers and others using special
libraries want to use primary sources
only.
Among the most used published
sources of business statistics may be
mentioned: periodicals, documents, services, directories and publications of all
organizations carrying on research. For
recent statistics, however, recourse must
be had in many cases to primary sources,
that is, the organizations and individuals
who are collecting the data. These include federal, state and local officials;
associations; research and service organizations; research departments of educational institutions, banks, insurance companies, publishers and other businesses.

.

2
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to coordinate statistical activities in
furtherance of the recovery program, i t
is thought that it will be made permanent
by the present Congress.) They might
well follow the example of Great Britain
in its valuable*~uide to Current Statistics of the United Kingdom," 'which has
been published annually since 1922 and
indexes statistics published in all British
documents, by subject. A beginning in
the direction of supplying guides to the
federal statistics was made last year
when the Census Bureau published the
"Topical Index of Population Census
Reports 1900-1930."
Although most United States documents make an effort to give an explanation of the statistics they present, it occasionally happens that fuller information
is required a s to methods of compilation
in order to know how to i n t e r ~ r e or
t use
them. For instance, one may want to
know under what broader class of the
census a less important industry or occupation is included. In such cases the
instruction manuals and classifications
prepared for use of census enumerators
and statisticians often provide the clue.
While these documents are not printed
for general distribution or sale, they may
often be obtained if the reason for the
request is made clear.
The only recent index to the mimeographed publications and releases of the
federal government in which much statistical data are first available, is "United
States Reference Publications, 1932 Supplement," ' prepared by Mr. Wilcox of
the John Crerar Library. This brings up
to date the S. L. A. list of government
mimeographed statements," now out of
print. I t is also useful as an index to other
documents containing statistics.

Probably most librarians when in
search of current business statistics of a
general character turn first to such publications a s the Survey of Current B u s i n e ~ s , ~
Federal Reserve B ~ l l e t i nThe
, ~ Annalist,JD
and similar publications. There are
many partial guides to current sources,
several of which have been issued by the
United States Department of Commerce
and there are, of course, the two S. L. A.
charts, Statistics on Commodities," published several years ago, and Statistics of
Canadian Commodities,'* just off the
press. There is probably no better way of
keeping informed on current governmental projects and surveys that will
yield statistics of value, than by a careful
reading of the annual reports of those
departments a n d bureaus whose activities are related t o t h e special interests of
the organization, and to keep currently
in touch with progress through notes in
the Journal of ihe American Statistical
Associatiolt lS and the +United States
News, l4 although the latter has very
much decreased in value for this purpose
since i t became a weekly. I t is so often
true that figures are available in the
departments in Washington a year or
more before they appear in print that i t is
essential to know about the government's activities while they are in progress, and a record in the catalog or elsewhere in the library is of great value in
reminding us of such projects when information is wanted. Of course, for individual industries or activities the current
periodicals in each field report on activities of interest.
The compilers of bibliographies and
periodical indexes often lose the opportunity to make their work valuable to

Waahlngton. D. C., U. S. Bureau of Forelm and DoIGt. Brit. Permanent Conaultat~ve Committee on
mcrtlc Commerce. Monthly. ,
Official Stat~stlca,London. Stat~oncryOffice.
* Waalrington. D. C., Federal Rexrve Board. Monthly
Washington, D. C., 1934,76 p.
10 New York. Weekly.
11 New York. Special Llbrarlcr Aaaoclation. 1931.
Boeton, Faxon, 1932, 135 p.
a New York. Specla1 Libraries Aasoclatlon, 1935.
Descrlpt~ve llat for acquiring and dlscard~ngU. S
U New York. American Statlatical Aaaaclation, hlonthly.
n~imcographed periodleal atstemcnta, 6. L. Prov~dence.
Washington. D. C., Weekly.
R. I., 1929. 78 p.

'
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that large part of the world which seeks a
means of measuring and comparing the
activities and affairs of life today?"Publit Affairs Information Service " and
"Industrial Arts Index" list separately
articles and publications having extensive quantitative data under the subhead "statistics." Some bibliographies
group together references to statistics,
but all too frequently one must search
through general lists for significant titles
and then scan the articles themselves.
If, for economy's sake, the additional
entry must be saved, both indexes and
bibliographies could a t least designate
articles containing statistics by a note
after the entry under the general heading.
To a limited extent indexes and bibliographies also indicate statistical series
appearing as regular features of certain
periodicals. The extension of this practice
to cover many more such series would
make these publications more valuable
to business librarians and others. A very
welcome additional practice would be the
inclusion of a note after such entries to
indicate the periods covered, the units of
measure and the breakdown employed
in such statistical series.
There are a number of business libraries which are interested in regional or
locality statistics. I t is indeed surprising
to find how many libraries have a collection of material of this kind in a geographic or locality file. There is much
statistical data available in both state
and municipal documents, local bank
letters, journals of chambers of commerce and other regional associations,
the bulletins of the Federal Reserve district banks and the bureaus of business
research at state and other universities.
State documents giving such information
are usually annual reports, but a good
many state departments collect statistical information that is of value to business and publish it in monthly or weekly
bulletins in printed or mimeographed
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form. In the library that needs such local
figures frequently, it may be well worth
the time to prepare an analysis of the
data currently appearing in the state
bulletin and other publications giving
regional statistics. There have been a
few cases in which local organizations
have prepared charts or lists of the
sources of current economic statistics for
their territory. A good example of this
character was the table issued by the
Research Committee of the New England
Council isa year or so ago*he
Reference
Chart of City and Regional Business
Indicators," published by the United
States Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce indicates sources of some
twelve or fifteen items for over one hundred cities and states and is reasonably
up to date.
I t is more difficult to keep in touch
with the statistical activities of bureaus
of business research and other groups in
educational institutions. The Business
Research Council in "Economic and
Business Research in American Colleges
and Universities" l7 prepared a list of
the current publications which reported
statistical series. There has been a high
mortality in this type of publication and
many of the bulletins listed there are no
longer published. I t is highly probable,
however, that the universities are still
collecting the figures in many cases
although money is not available for
publication.
Although there are many valuable
guides which have not been mentioned in
this brief survey of business statistical
sources, the group of reports prepared by
the President's Research Committee On
Social Trends should not be overlooked.
They are a by-product of the well-known
report on " Recent Social Trends ", and
are issued in separate volumes under the
general editorship of Stuart A. Rice and

'Boston, Mass.. 1931 (?). 16 p.
U

11

Wanhinpton. D.C.. 1933. S p.
New York. 1932.84 p.
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Florence DuBois. One covers vital sta- kept together. I t is particularly import i s t i c ~ ; another
'~
covers statistical series tant, if there is a n obvious source to which
relating to wagesllDand a third has a one normally turns for certain kinds of
more general coverage, being entitled statidcs, t h a t when supplementary fig"A Guide to Statistics of Social Trends ures are received some method should be
in use so that these supplementary figures
in the United States."
may not be overlooked. Some libraries
Organization of Statistical Data for accomplish this by putting a notation in
Reference Use
the original source, others insert the sup.In the previous discussions of the plementary d a t a itself in the principal
several factors to be taken into considera- source, others use some sort of tab on
tion in statistical reference work methods page of the original source, calling attenof cataloging statistical data have been tion to the later figures, still others clip
commented on. There is a difference of and mount t h e late figures and file them
opinion as to whether i t is preferable to in their catalog if t h e publication is one
bring together in the catalog all refer- that can be clipped. I n any organization
ences to sources of statistics, subdivided where statistics are frequently needed, it
by appropriate headings, or t o scatter seems quite worthwhile to segregate the
these through the catalog, using sta- material t h a t gives many figures from the
tistics as a subhead of other subjects. general material even though, if the
T h e same question arises with regard t o figures required are not found in this
the material itself. The practice of libra- special group, it is necessary to scan the
ries on both these points varies. Of general material for possible statistical
greater importance for purposes of mak- data also. A search for statistics is SO
ing the latest statistical information frequently time-consuming that any
quickly available, is a system whereby methods which provide short cuts are
all statistics on the same subject will be particularly t o be desired.

Regional Promotion of Information Sources and
Their Use
By Marian C. Manley
Branch Librarian, Business Branch of the Newark Public Library

A

MAJOR problem in current economic, scientific, and educational
study is securing access to all records of
accomplishment, or endeavor, in related
fields. Innumerable libraries exist but
what progress has been made in their
region& coaperation? Just what goal
could be achieved? What are the elements involved in the problem? What
1' Guides to Vltal Statlstica, Ann Arbor. M~ch.,
awarda
Bros.. 1933. 38 p.
"Guide t o Statiatlcal S u m Relatlng t o Wages in the
U. S., Ann Arbor, M~ch..Edwards Broa., 1933. 56 p.
*Ann Arbor, Mlch.. Edwarda Bros.. 1933. 125 p.

program seems advisable in seeking a
solution?
The first consideration is the goal. An
objective, possibly Utopian, may be the
development of complete facility in the
use of information sources so that the
wealth of d a t a available shall be employed to the fullest extent. Besides the
seeker after knowledge, the elements involved in its attainment consist frequently of the following divisions: public
libraries, a state library organization,
college a n d university libraries, private
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libraries in industrial or social corporations, etc. These various factors may be
unified to some extent in library associations. However, apart from these,
many collections are found in private
corporations, manned by trained or untrained staffs, and containing valuable
material. Again, the state resources, in
certain sections, may be affected by interstate relations, as, for example, the community of interest between western New
Jersey and Philadelphia and eastern
New Jersey and New York. These are
some of the factors that enter into a consideration of any program to unify information source use, and development.
The definite attempt, in New Jersey,
to move toward such an ultimate goal,
provides data that may prove helpful in
planning similar efforts in other sections.
But why has such a movement developed
in New Jersey? What precipitated definite action toward this end? What group
or section has given special impetus to
the work?
Psychologically the library situation
in New Jersey was affected by two movements: the New Jersey Library Association's cooperation with the American
Library Association in appointing a Library Planning Committee, and the
formation of a Special Libraries Association, New Jersey Chapter, because of the
need for local library activity definitely
allied to such problems.
Several people were interested in both
phases of this attitude of the library
mind in New Jersey. The membership
chairman of the New Jersey Chapter was
also the special library member of the
New Jersey State Library Planning Committee, and the resulting combination of
the two activities provided for unified
use of information. The work required in
preparing the report on the present situation, and the outlook for the future,
among the special libraries of New Jersey
for the Planning Committee, meant
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familiarity with the situation that could
not fail to be of value in developing the
activities of the New Jersey Chapter of
the S. L. A. The inclusion of this report
in the general report of the New Jersey
Library Planning Committee meant a
broader knowledge of special library
problems on the part of public and college librarians, as well as a greater grasp
of administration difficulties of public
institutions by special librarians. The
mere sharing in this study was therefore
fruitful for all participants. Its continuance promises well for the future.
With the beginning of its fall, 1935,
activities, the New Jersey Chapter of
S. L. A. had accepted, as one of its objectives, cooperation in promoting the
development of complete facility in the
use of information sources. Through the
work of the Planning Committee i t had
increasing knowledge of the elements
involved in the problem. What steps has
it taken in working toward such a goal?
First, members of the New Jersey
Chapter of the Special Libraries Association who were also members of the New
Jersey Library Association had, a t the
fall meeting of the New Jersey Library Association made these recommendations:
"We recommend that joint committees of
representative public, college, and special
librarians be appointed by the NEWJERSEY
LIBRARY
ASSOCIATION
and the SPECIAL
LIBRARIES ASSOCIATIONNEWJERSEY
CHAPTER to consider the following problems:
"1. To study the possibility of a better
understanding of respective problems particularly relating to administration, and
inter-service.
"2. To study the possibility of making
information available regarding special research collections, and to make recommendations to this end.
"3. To study, and make recommendations for obtaining closer codperation
LIBRARY
ASSOCIAbetween the NEWJERSEY
TION,and the SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
ASSOCIATION -NEW JERSEYCHABTER."
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These recommendations, also made to, Oil Development Company, Newark
and approved by, the Special Libraries Board of Education, New Jersey Bell
Association, New Jersey Chapter, made Telephone Company, Public Service
the way clear for association cobperation Corporation, Business Branch of t h e
in work toward the desired goal. The Newark Library; 26 active members
program for intensive work in fostering representing such diversified interests a s
information service in its own province Bakelite Corporation, Calco Chemical
was still to be considered.
Company, Stevens Institute of TechBecause of frequent meetings, and nology, Western Electric Company, Mucontinuing activities, and the resulting tual Benefit Life Insurance Company,
possibilities for immediate action, much New Jersey State Emergency Relief
of the work for promoting, and develop- Association, Newark College of Engiing use of information sources in New neering; and 24 associate members inJersey centered about this organization. cluding many library assistants.
T h e Chapter has carried on a definite
TO meet the need for better understanding of future possibilities, a New
program in meeting this problem.
The work in preparing the " Planning" Jersey Chapter program was arranged t o
report had led t o the discovery of many introduce the Special Libraries Associaspecial libraries n o t listed in a n y of the tion to local college, and public libravarious records. Many corporations had rians, and t o industrial and social orgiven information of such libraries in ganizations with established libraries.
T h e theme of the program was ' I Inforrnareply to this letter.
"1 have been asked to make a list of the tion Service, how it may be developed "
private business libraries in New Jersey. Do and i t was discussed under the three
you now have such a library - that is, in heads : T h e Special Libraries Associathe sense of a collection in one place of the tion: I t s place in the development of inmagazines, services, directories, trade cata- formation service, The Executive and
logs, books, etc., received by your organiza- his Use of Information, and New Jersey
tion, and under the care of one person with Special Libraries and Library Planning
or without assistance?
for Information Use.
"Whether this library be large or small
Invitations were sent to a number of
is immaterial, but we would like the name of industrial concerns, to public librarians
the person in charge."
and t o the college librarians. A satisfacA number of libraries were discovered tory attendance from these different
through the " Planning" correspondence. groups resulted, and the meeting unObviously many of these had developed doubtedly had a favorable effect in bringentirely unaware of the fact t h a t a Special ing the possibilities of mutual coaperaLibraries Association existed t h a t offered tion to the attention of all librarians in
opportunities for contacts with other this region. The New Jersey Chapter has
special librarians, or possibilities of continued this missionary work by planning other special chapter programs on
profitable professional coiiperation.
The obvious first step was t o provide phases of engineering information, and on
for greater familiarity with local special business information problems. Special
libraries, their personnel a n d with the invitations have been sent, a s their inobjects of the Special Libraries Associa- terests warranted, to public, college and
tion. The New Jersey Chapter already university librarians, and to interested
included ten institutional members con- individual corporations. These programs
sisting of such organizations as Standard have produced a greater realization of
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the possibilities for coiiperation in this
type of work, and of the place of library
professional groups in economic life.
Another way in which the promotion
of information work has been fostered is
the inauguration of a lecture Course on
the problems of a one-man library. T h e
purpose of these lectures was to discuss
problems and procedure so as to enable
experienced information users to check
up on their ability to use material, t o
help the inexperienced worker such a s
the former stenographer or file clerk t o
understand the best general methods for
utilizing information, and to help the
technically trained person to know the
simplified library methods of handling
material. The lectures covered such
points as the place of the library or information file in its relation to the
organization; sources and methods of
handling materials, including periodicals,
pamphlets, patents, clippings, etc.; techniques of supplying information service;
and other methods.
These lectures were not only made
available to members of the New Jersey
Chapter, but were also called to the attention of large industrial corporations
with the result that a number paid the
fees for their assistants. The warm welcome, and substantial support accorded
the lectures proved the growing desire
for adequate use of information.
What progress, therefore, has been
made in New Jersey in the objective,
"the development of a complete facility
in the use of information sources so that
the wealth of data available shall be employed to the fullest extent?"
First, the machinery has been set u p
for professional coijperation in such work
by the appointment, for consideration of
the problems involved, of a joint committee of representatives of the two leading
state associations, the New Jersey Library Association, and the Special Libra-
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ries Association, New Jersey Chapter.
Second, through programs and contacts, the New Jersey Chapter is making
definite effort to promote mutual understanding, and spread knowledge of its
place as a contact center for information
problems.
Third, through establishing its lecture
course, the New Jersey Chapter is
facilitating the use of information by
providing for experimental training in
the efficient use of reference sources.
Necessarily, of such work, only progress can be reported, but from the
definite activities carried on by the New
Jersey Chapter, certain encouraging
trends may be seen. The results so far
have been that cordial relations have
been established with a number of business concerns; that local public libraries
have become more fully aware of the
possibilities for cooperation with special
libraries in their work; that professional
interest and acquaintance have been
stimulated by frequent meetings.
The New Jersey Chapter can report
progress insofar that i t has shown definite ability to reach industrial leaders
and arouse their interest. I t can show a n
increase of institutional and active members, notably in corporations that had
had no prior knowledge of the existence
of a professional association. I t has successfully developed the lecture course
that has favorably impressed business
corporations. The program has had ramifications in the fostering of strong cooperative relations with New York and
Philadelphia library groups. All in all,
the Chapter has demonstrated the decided advantages in the development of a
spirit of cooperation and mutual aid,
through effective central activities. T h a t
much work remains to be done is only an
added incentive to action since what has
been attempted so far has met with such
encouragement.
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;i la

Carte

By Hollis W. Hering
Librarian, Missionary Research Library

T

HE Twelfth Quadrennial Convention of

the Student Volunteer Movement has
just passed into the records of history.
During approximately fifty years, once in
every college generation this organization has
sponsored a convention; and since to the gathering come representatives from the colleges
and theological seminaries throughout the
United States and Canada, and since the rollcall of speakers is imposingly, not to say appallingly intellectual, four years are none too
long in which to recuperate from one convention and to prepare for the next. For there is
nothing slip-shod in the preparation; there dare
not be for such delegates, 90 per cent of them
alert students, ready to challenge every statement, scorning fiat authority, eager with the
idealism of youth. A t Indianapolis, this year,
supplementing the general sessions was a
series of over thirty "seminars," or discussion
groups, with four sessions of a n hour and a half
each. Theoretically, such a seminar givea opportunity for a stimulating presentation and
discussion of some special topic, but a t times i t
required a very alert leader t o get in his presentation before the members were off to their discussion! The convention was a lovely holiday
for some 2,300 students, coming from 4.58
colleges (23 of them Canadian); for those
"behind the scenes," the "holiday" aspect
was not quite so evident. In addition to the
scheduled meetings, there were, of course,
numerous and varied exhibits; but this time,
under the conviction that the word "student"
suggests (or, a t least, should suggest) "books,"
the Executive Committee placed a 'special
emphasis on the Library Exhibit and Browsing-Room. This unit was given over into the
charge of the Missionary Research Library,
and working i t up involved an interesting bit of
special service rendered by a special library.

I. Choke of Books
Principks:
Previous experience had indicated the value
of certain general gulding principles to be fol-

lowed in choosing the books for display, and
a t the outset these principles were quite definitely restated and clarified. I n the first place,
the books should form a sekcbd exhibit This
meant limitation: first, in number, to something not too cumbersome to be handled effectively in a five-day convention; second, in date
of publication, to books appearing during the
last quadrennium (i.e., since the previous convention) ; and third, to materials in the English language, a s i t has been abundantly
proved that the American student will not be
bothered to use outside of the classroom a foreign language which he spends hours in studying as part of his regular curriculum.
In the next place, what was desired was a
library browsing-room; and this involved cooperation with the general program of the
Convention. The roster of platform speakers
was impressive, including outstanding Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans, as well as noted
missionary leaders, and headed by the Most
Rev. and Right Hon. William Temple, D.D.,
archbishop of York and primate of England.
Dr. Temple, in fact, gave a series of five addresses on world Christianity which one young
listener rather aggrievedly characterized a s
"a stiff course in systematic theology." But
besides the general addresses, there were those
33 seminars noted above dealing with such
topics a s "The Church and the World Community," "Christianity and Communism,"
"The Christian Fellowship and Problems of
Race," "Religious Liberty and the Modern
State," "The Christian Fellowship and World
Peace." (N. B. Indianapolis is the national
headquarters of the American Legion. This
particular seminar was popular with the Convention, but not with the alert watchers of the
Legion!) I t is evident what a wide range of
materials would bc looked for in the library by
the "Browsers."

Method:
These underlying principles of choice having
been agreed upon, there followed the problem
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of actual b d selection.
~
Fortunately, for this a
major help was a t hand in the quarterly bibliographies of the InhnatwnaI M'CW
of Missimrc, extn copies of which were on file a t the
Missionary Research Library. On these
"extras" were checked all the possible pros
pects for the exhibit and the titles clipped and
pasted on individual cards; with the author's
name penciled on one side and the publisher's
name on the other. These cards, incidentally,
became bywords in the library; it's a pity that
no count was kept of how many times they
were shuffled, sorted, and rearranged! Since
approximately 95 per cent of the entries a
matter of some 650 books were found to be
available either in the Missionary Research
Library or in the library of Union Theological
Seminary, they were gathered together on
specially cleared shelves in the Research Library and arranged in a broadly geographical
classification. For a week this little collection
mas subjected to a searching scrutiny (each
item being individually handled and appraised), to a drastic weeding out, and to a
careful balancing of materials with a view to
avoiding a disproportionate weighting of any
one place or phase of work. By the last week of
November a "tentatively final" group of 375
survivors in the contest remained proudly on
the shelves; the staff heaved a long sigh, got its
second wind, then plunged forward on the next
lap of the ace. Alas and alack! After this arduoua task of selection, it was a source of genuine
chagrin that the collection was not able to
produce a t the Convention the very first book
d e d for -an English dictionary!

-

-

11. Assembling the Display
As a serious situation would arise with a
two-weeks withdrawal from the shelves of a
research library of 375 titles representing the
Grade A Double Rich cream of the last four
years' acquisitions, possible sources of cooperation were canvassed. Our shock troops,
the cards, again saw heavy service. Each entry
was checked for latest information as to publisher, price, and especially for any American
imprint of English publications, following
which, an alphabetical check list of all the
titles was sent both to the Indianaplis Public
and to the Indiana State libraries. A reshuffle
brought the cards together by publishers, and
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a list of its books which had been chosen was
sent to each firm; with a covering letter explaining the Convention and the exhibit, and
requesting such cotiperation as the firm felt
warranted in giving. This involved typing and
sending out 129 separate lists, but was well
worth while, for the response was prompt and
generous, the first donation coming to hand
within twenty-four hours after the mailing of
the first letter! The English firms must have
been particularly quick in action, for despite
the fact that none of these letters went out
before the end of the first week in December,
the donations from England anived in time
for the Convention. As each gift came in, the
corresponding library book was automatically
returned from the "special" to the regular
shelves.
This general procesa of integrating the materials gathered from the various sources continued right up to or, more accurately,
through! - the actual packing of the books.
On the morning set aside for this, there was a
final thorough check of all the titles to be
freighted to the Convention; with one box
packed and one yet to do, great excitement
was caused by the arrival of air mail from
Indianapolis, listing seventy-two titles to be
lent by the two libraries there. Result: a frantic
overhauling of the carefully sorted books remaining on the shelves, while the packer stood
around, looking utterly bored.

-

111. The Display and Its Use
The actual set-up of the Browsing Room in
Indianapolis was most attractive. Owing to
the unexpectedly large registration of the
Convention (final records showed a total of
over 3,000 in attendance), it was necessary to
hold the general sessions in the largest assembly hall of the city the Cadle Tabernacle. Since this was as much too large as the
other halls would have been too small, only
the main floor was used, with the rear of the
auditorium spaced off for the various exhibits;
and to the Browsing Room was allotted a
choice corner, 18 feet by 26 in size. The two
outer walls of the building were hidden by
rippled dark green rep, and a low barrier, 2%
feet high, with a wide doorway, outlined the
remaining two sides. Around the walls ran two
rows of shelving a t the most convenient height

-
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for reading (that means the books on the top
shelf were just level with my eyes, which, I
admit, brought them a wee bit low for a tall
person!), while above these was a frieze of
fine pictures showing everyday scenes in mission lands. The "room" was furnished with
two large rugs, four small library tables, four
good-looking floor lamps, and twelve comfortabk wicker armchairs. I t was a real library
room, a bright and alluring oasis in the desert
of that huge auditorium. Just to be quite upto-date, copies of a little printed catalogueguide, easy to tuck into a hand bag or an
envelope, were scattered around on the tables.
The grouping of the books on the shelves was
on the simplest lines, mainly geographical,
with one general section which by rights should
have been labeled "Miscellaneous" (even
" waste-basket " I), but which inatead breezed
forth imposingly as "Special Topics."
No attempt was made to keep count of the
numbers who patronized this little library.
But from 8:30 A.M. to 10:30 P.M., during the
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entire five-day period of the Convention,
"browsers" prowled around the exhibit, catalogue in hand, searching for titles; or lost track
of time and place while reading some especially
challenging " bit," finally leaving reluctantly
only when the lights were switched off.

IV. Value
The whole service constituted a heavy load
added to the regular work of the small library
staff; i t was a stiff pull, involving, a t times, a
speeding up t h a t threatened to become hectic.
Inevitably, in such a case, the question arises:
"Was it worth while?" Well, how would you
feel? I t had been a long, strenuous day, what
with platform speeches, seminars, and special
meetings. T h e evening session was just ended,
and a t 10:15 P.M. the youngster after earnest
consideration sank into a chair with an annfid
of his carefully chosen books. Before immersing
himself in them, however, he was heard to rcmark fervently to the world a t large: "Gee!
they sure have got the dope here!"

a Hospital School of
By Ethel Wigmore

Nursing Library

Librarian, Bellevue School of Nursing

FROM

the time of the organization of the
first training schools for nurses in the
United States in 1873, certain nurse leaders
and educators have concentrated their efforts
on development of nursing literature and have
been aware of the need for nursing school
libraries.
The nursing literature idea was the first to
develop because of the exigencies of the situation. Thus, in 1878, a scant five years after
the organization of the Training School for
Nurses attached to Bellevue Hospital, the
first manual designed for nursing schools was
published. It was not until 1886, however,
that the nuraing group began t o discuss the
possibilities of library building.
That the library idea was becoming a felt
need is seen in an article by one of the foremost nurse educators of all time, M. Adelaide
Nutting. This appeared in The Amrican
Journal of Nursing, April 1903. Miss Nutting
suggests a list of textbooks and reference
booka "which will afford a useful working

equipment and form a t least a nucleus for a
good school library." She makes suggestions
not only for a basic list, but also has visions of
catalog, an index to periodical literature,
preparation of bibliographies, and the organization of a pamphlet file for the school of
nursing library.
For many years there has been a live and
growing collection of books in the Bellevue
School of Nursing Library. The collection
found a home for some time in the office of the
Supervisor of Instruc,tion. In 1931 the library
was given quarters of its own and placed in
charge of a nurse, a Bellevue graduate. In 1933
Mrs. Marian Rottman Fleming, then Director
of the Division of Nursing in the New York
City Department of Hospitals and Principal of
the Bellevue School of Nursing, and Ann
Doyle, of the Bellevue School of Nursmg Faculty, set about to develop the library further.
I t was decided to reclassify and recatalog the
entire collection in accordance with approved
library methods. A special classificationscheme
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was worked out by Miss Doyle in collaboration
with Mary Casamajor, formerly librarian of
the National Health Library, and in consultation with leading classifiers. During the past
year the entire collection was reclassified and
recataloged under Miss Casamajor's supervision. A full-time library school graduate was
appointed as librarian in April 1935.
The Bellevue School of Nursing Library
serves a clientele of over 1,000nurses, including
not only a student body of 500 but also members of the school faculty, supervisors, clinical
instructors, general duty nurses, and postgraduates. Reference work and instruction in
the use of the library have gone hand in hand
this past year. The new classification scheme
and the new card catalog have necessitated
instruction of those who had to unlearn t h e old
system. Mimeographed copies of the outline of
the classification scheme and a brief statement
on how to use the card catalog have been
prepared for distribution. Group instruction
in the use of the library and its resources has
been given to students, supervisors, clinical
instructors, and general duty nurses.
Following the request of supervisors, head
nurses, and clinical instructors that they be
informed of new books received and of outstanding articles appearing in the current
journals, a card service has been set up. Cards
for all new books and articles are sent to these
workers a t regular intervals, informing them
of new and worth while material covering their
special fields. This service is being rendered to
thirty-five individuals, and the subjects run
the gamut of the practice of medicine and of
surgery and related subject.. Various uses
are made of these cards. Some supervisors post
them on the ward office bulletin boards, others
assign certain references to students for reports, and still others come to the library and
abstract articles of special interest. Since this
senrice was inaugurated, student reading lists
include many more recent references than
appeared on such lists formerly.
Since the number of periodicals received by
the Library is still small, other medical joufnals
in nearby medical libraries are consulted regularly, and reprints of articles of particular
interest are obtained. These reprints are filed
by subject in pamphlet boxes in the Library,
and are available to all.
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Many requests from students for illustrative
materials for use in preparing case studies for
clinical conference have led to the building up
of a picture file, which is in constant use.
Duplicate medical and surgical journals are
clipped for pictures and colored plates. Excellent colored plates and pictures may be had
for the asking from surgical supply houses and
from drug and chemical companies.
The nurse of today must do more than give
intelligent assistance to the physicianshe must be equipped to interpret medicine and
positive health to the individual patient and
to the community. Because of this dual r8le of
nurse-teacher, she should be familiar with
sources and types of health education materials.
The present situation in nursing school libraries presents a real challenge to special
librarians. Speaking as one who has experienced their cooperation, the writer knows
how much this group has to contribute to
library building in the special field of nursing
-how helpful i t can be in advising on techniques for "putting knowledge t o work."
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George Seymour Godard

THE

passing of George Seymour Clodard removes from the library field a
colleague who for thirty-five years was
State Librarian of Connecticut, serving
his entire career as librarian in this one
library which he brought to an unusually
high degree of efficiency. As a leading
legislative and historical library it will be
for many years to come a lasting memorial to his efforts.
Mr. Godard was born in Connecticut
in 1865, was graduated from Wesleyan
University and spent his entire life in the
state of Connecticut. Wesleyan University and Trinity College both recognizd
his achievements with honorary degrees.
Interested in numerous activities in his
native state he found time to assume
many offices in national affairs. He was a
past president of both the American Association of Law Librarians and the National Association of State Librarians and
served on the Council of the American
Library Association. He was also chairman of the Public Archives Committee
of the American Historical Association
and a fellow of the American Library Institute. He took a great interest in Revolutionary studies and was a past president
of the Connecticut Society of Sons of the
American Revolution.
Mr. Godard had a record of continuous
attendance a t conferences of the Arnerican Library Association and affiliated
societies, having been present a t every
convention since he became State Librarian, a period of thirty-five years. At the
conference in Denver he showed indomitable courage by appearing a t the convention in spite of a serious physical
handicap.
H e was absorbed in library work, but
notwithstanding his varied activities always found time for a friendly greeting to
those with whom he was associated.
When the Special Libraries Association
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surrendered the Public Affairs Information Service to a group for special administration, Mr. Godard became a member
of the Publication Committee and served
on that committee continuously since
1913.

I cannot forbear making a personal
reference to George Godard. He was not
only State Librarian in a sister state, but
a close personal friend and memory brings
back to me many amusing incidents a t
the various library conferences when we
either roomed together or served on some
committee. He was a living example of
devoting one's self intensively to a particular piece of work and doing i t well.
He was a true public servant.
HERBERT
0. BRIGHAM,
Stale Librarian
Rhode Island State Library.

Guide to the Municipal Government, City of New York

M

EMBERS of the Special Libraries
Association have made numerous
contributions to the literature of municipal government. T h e most recent outstanding contribution of this sort is the
new "Guide to the Municipal Government, City of New York," compiled by
Miss Rebecca B. Rankin, Librarian of the
New York Municipal Reference Library,
and former President of our Association.
In undertaking this task, Miss Rankin has revived a tradition initially
launched by a Special Librarian, Dr.
Charles C. Williamson, who was New
York's first Municipal Reference Librarian. Dr. Williamson's work of 1916 was
continued by subsequent publications in
1922 and 1924, but i t remained for Miss
Rankin, twelve years later, to resuscitate
this very helpful publication which is of
the greatest value not only to the citizens
of New York but also to research workers
and to students and teachers of government throughout the country.
Although making "no claim to novelty
or originality," Miss Rankin frequently
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goes beyond the difficult task of accurate
summarization of city charter provisions
and state and local laws regarding the city
government per se to bring out interesting facts and information regarding the
functioning of the municipal government.
Thus she tells of the banker's agreement
which resulted in the Four-Year Financing Plan for the rehabilitation of city
credit; describes the scope of the a r t collections and of the Library of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; supplies "A R B
sum6 of Public Relief in New York City
in a Typical Depression Year," and outlines the history of New York's phenomenal water supply system.
The contents of the Guide are conveniently arranged under twelve general
headings: Executive; Legislative and
Administrative; Finance; Taxation and
Assessment; Education and Recreation;
Health, Sanitation, and Public Welfare;
Protection of Life and Property; Correction ; Public Utilities; Law and Judiciary;
Miscellaneous Activities, and County
Government. Of the one hundred or
more governmental offices and agencies a
hasty breakdown shows: 19 departments;
17 offices; 15 boards; 6 commissions; 4
authorities; and 1 bureau.
There are several other New York City
reference publications which may be used
to advantage in connection with Miss
Rankin's Guide. The "Official Directory
of the City of New York," published an-
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nually, gives the namesof all city officials
and their departments. There was also
published in 1934 by the Commissioner
of Accounts an interesting volume entitled "Government of the City of New
York in Charts," which is helpful in this
connection. Finally, the student of New
York City government and of municipal
science in general cannot fail to receive
the greatest aid from Municipal Refermce
Library Notes, which has been published
unbrokenly for more than twenty years
by the Municipal Reference Library and
which gives the most complete list of New
York City municipal documents a s well
as the most complete and accurate index
to municipal literature.
Miss Rankin is to be congratulated
upon this publication which represents a
tremendous amount of painstaking research effort. She has succeeded in presenting a very complete and accurate
picture of the structure and functioning
of the government of our country's largest
city. Furthermore, she has succeeded in
writing a book remarkable for its simplicity and conciseness. I t is to be hoped that
this book will be widely circulated in New
York City so that it may enable New
York citizens to make more effective use
of the splendid governmental structure of
that great American metropolis.
DORSEYW. HYDE,JR., Direct~r,
Archival Senn'ce,
The National Archives, Washington

Snips and Snipes
Changw and Chances. . . . Frances D. is now librarian of the California State
Williams has taken E. Ruth Jones' place Chamber of Commerce in San Francisco.
as librarian of the Security-First Na- . . . Christine Beck has given u p her
tional Bank of Los Angeles. . . . Anne
W. Conrow is librarian of the Joseph
Conrad Library of the Seamen's Church
Instituteof New York.
. Ruth Montgomery has moved from the Central
Hanover Bank to Edie-Davidson, Inc.,
New York. . . And Llewellyn Toland

..

.

job as librarian of the Associated Industries and set up a Translation Bureau a t
her home, 167 Cedar Street, Clinton.
. . From Philadelphia we have learned
that Harold West has succeeded T. Wilson Hedley as librarian a t the Mercantile
Library. . . that Katharine Patterson

.

.
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has gone to Temple University Library.
. And that Martha Connor, editor of
our lively contemporary, T h e Philadelphia Bulletin, has left the Franklin Institute Library to join the Staff of the
University of Pennsylvania Library.
. Fern Metzger is the new librarian of
the Gulf Research & Development Co. in
Mrs. R. W. Noble rePittsburgh. ,
signed on January 1, 1936. . . . Chicago's Agnes Spoerer of Scott-Fousman
Co. has married Mr. Fred Langer and is
living in Olean, N. Y. . .

. .
..

..

.

.

What's in a Name? . . A lot apparently, if you leave i t off. One of our
institutional members send us the wellgrounded plaint that group and committee notices are being issued without
the Association's name appearing as a
mast-head. If the Bulletin is to be sent on
to a n officer or director of the company
she must stop and type in, "Special Libraries Association," which is a nuisance.
Verbum sap.

...

.

S. L. A . in Print. . . President
Stebbins passed on to u s a n interesting
account of the Boston Athenaeum ruled
over b y our Elinor Gregory. The story
was published in the Boston Herald,
January 27th, and Mr. Stebbins thinks
it's good. But he takes violent exception
to this statement, "The Athenaeum
(founded in 1807) is the oldest thing in
Boston that is still alive," for his own
Social Law Library was founded four
years earlier, in 1803, and is not dead yet
so far as he knows. . Under the
pseudonym " Mary L. Alexander," the
Admiral has cotiperated in the publication
of - take a long breath
"A Selection
of Books and Articles on the Purpose,
Scope, and Techniques of Marketing Research," edited by George W.
Kelsey and published by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers. . . .
And Ina Clement gets this pat on the

. .

-
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back from W. S. Carpenter and P. F.
Stafford, authors o f . "State and Local
Government of t h e United StatesM:"The authors
desire to express
their sincere thanks for the invaluable
aid given by Miss Ina Clement, Curator
of the Public Administration Collection
in Princeton University Library. Without her constant help in the selection and
arrangement of the materials, i t is doubtful whether the book would have been
brought to completion a t this time."
"The Printed Word," a monthly
house organ of J. G. Johnston and Rielle
Thomson, public relations counsel of
Montreal and Toronto, hand out a full
column orchid t o Maud Martin and the
Royal Bank of Canada Library. Among
other nice things, we found this paragraph: "Every time we visit the library
we encounter others from business houses
in Montreal intent on gaining information to increase the flow of trade. This
pleasurable feeling of being in the current
of world commerce is intensified by the
attitude of the Staff -all very nice gals
of no mean intelligence - who are smart
enough to understand the requirements
of business men, and smart enough also,
even to understand the allegedly superficial approach of publicity men towards
knowledge."
. From the Du Pont
Magazine of February '36we discovered
that Du Pont has forty libraries and
forty-seven librarians! . . Linda Morley sent us the following nice bit some
time ago, b u t i t got lost in our own FindWhat-You're-Looking-For-At-Once Filing System: "Material not within the
scope of the service library was made
available through contacts of the Librarian - a member of the Special Libraries
Association -with libraries of the following organizations, advertising concerns, insurance companies, engineering
societies, etc." From the 1934 Report of
the New York State Employment Service. . . . T h e June 1935 Agricultural

...

...

. .

.
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Library Notes carried a page story devoted to the life and work of our honored
fellow-member, the late William Parker
Cutter. . . .

New Jersey Training Class. . . . That
infant prodigy, the New Jersey Chapter,
is accomplishing a remarkable piece of
work in a series of ten lectures on special
libraries. The Chapter charges a fee for
the whole course and in addition an entrance fee from unregistered listeners for
attendance a t individual lectures. Even
with those handicaps they've twenty-six
people enrolled for the complete course
and have had an additional attendance
of five or six at each lecture. One reason
for the success of the lectures may be the
lecturers: Mary Louise Alexander, Elizabeth Wray, Margaret Bonnell, Granville
Meixell, Dr. Carter Alexander, Eleanor
S. Cavanaugh, Florence Bradley, Ethel
Fair, Ruth Savord and Emma V. Baldwin. . .

.

.

Snippets. . . We used to think that
the Insurance Group was our King
Charles' head, but now we know it's the
New Jersey Chapter. Sometime in March
they are planning a joint meeting a t Atlantic City, over a week-end, of the
Special Libraries Council of Philadelphia, the Philadelphia Library Club, the
New Jersey Library Association and the
New Jersey Chapter of S. L. A. Anyone
within shouting distance is invited. On
February 17th New Jersey invited New
York to come calling and to their everlasting credit (if you know New Yorkers
and their objection to anything off the
subway circuit, you'll understand what
we mean) they came. . . Rosamond
Cruikshank journeyed down from Hartford for the annual Pratt luncheon in
February. She reports that Marguerite
Burnett, Enid Hawkins, Mabel Swerig,
Sarah Ruth and other Specials were on
h a d . . . The Commerce Group has
released "The Suggested List of Subject

.

.
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Headings for Use in Filing Clippings and
Pamphlets in Advertising and Merchandising," one of the world's longest titles.
I t was compiled under last year's chairman, Katherine D. Frankenstein, and a
committee composed of Clare Lynch,
Lillian Scardefield and Mary E. Furbeck.
Margaret Bonnell hopes to expand it and
put it in permanent form. .
San
Francisco Bay Region Chapter -note
the new name - and Montreal each published a list of chapter members in their
bulletins which we think is very nice.
. . . And Detroit comes through with a
bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 1, all illustrated "the beginning of the long-deferred
realization of our hope for a bulletin,"
says Mrs. Dom. . .

..

.

..

More About Ihe Patron Saint.
.
We've had two responses to our reques_t
for information on St. Catherine of Alexandria. One from our friend-for-life M of
Elizabeth, New Jersey, and one from our
f-f-1 Marion G. Eaton of Boston. "The
Alexandrine Library was Alexandria's
crowning good. Catherine, patron of the
city, likewise patron of its good, past,
present and t o come. And when Alexandria stopped producing libraries after
the fire, she just naturally stooped down
and gathered in every last one of 'em and
(being so special herself) especially the
specials. If anyone doubts her favor is
still going strong, look a t her namesake
among us today. Do you want to better
that? This is out of my head without
benefit of reference books. Toujours a
vous." . . Marion Eaton did a real research job on the blessed lady a t the Boston Athenaeum and got so interested in
her that she is going to spend a Saturday
afternoon digging through hagiologies.
We are sorry that lack of space prevents
our giving you the entire letter, but here
are a few excerpts: "She was a very popular saint of the middle ages. She lived in
the first half of the fourth century in

.
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Alexandria and was noted from child- patroness of jurists and philosophers and
hood for her accomplishments in philoso- teachers; so it ought to be possible to tie
phy and logic. She was persecuted by her t o libraries somewhere.
Maximin who is said to have called in
"One dictionary of saints said she was
fifty philosophers to confute her. She not authenticated by a passage in Eusebius.
only vanquished them all in debate but So I looked up that reference in the Loeb
converted them to Christianity. Then he translation and found only this: 'A cerhad her bound to a machine made of four tain Christian lady, for example, most
wheels with razor blades attached t o famous and distinguished among those at
them to cut her to pieces. Angels carried Alexandria, alone of those whom the
her bodv over the Red Sea either then or tyrant ravished, conquered the lustful
some hundreds of years later, to the and licentious'soul of Maximin by her
slopes of Mt. Sinai. Anyway, Justinian brave spirit.' 'Renowned though she was
built her a convent there and the church for wealth, birth and education, she had
contains a marble sarcophagus in which put everything second to modest beher remains are sunmsed to be. She was havior.' So perhaps she walked to Mt.
called 'one of thesfourteen helpers in Sinai, hence her burial there. I shall cerneed.' That is appropriate and I must tainly make further efforts to find the
find out what it means. She was the library legend."

Publications of Special Interest
Ainsworth, Ralph. Farm book. Aineworth
Financial Service, Maaon City, Ill., 1935.
365 p. $2.75.
H i s problems dircuased by a n experienced farmer.
The author has kept careful financial reeorde, ao gives
crop costs and other pertinent and practical material.
His study of price fluctuations haa definite application
to current economic conditions. A n excellent chapter on
reading references is Included. There is no index, hut
the material is well arranged.

valuable book providing sound facts as a basis for vo.
cational guidance

Carpenter W . S . and Stafford, P . T . State
and local government in the United
States. C r o f t s , N . Y . 1936. 351 p. $2.80.
A ~articularly useful and enlightening stady, laying
stress on the functions rather than the structure of
government. Comprehensive references to procedure in
different states. Wcll arranged and rcadalile. Legislative
reference librarler arc nralscd. Extensive bibliography.

Alexander, William. M y half-century i n l i f e
insurance. Harper, N . Y . 1935.227 p. $3.00.

Cole, G. D. H . Economic planning. Knopf,
N. Y. 1935. 390 p. $3.00.

Recollections of the growth of thin business by one
who has been associated with the Equitable for many
years. The notes on personalities and the comment on
changing methods are sane and human, as well a s agree.
able reading An excellent background text.

An analysis from a socisllatic standpoint of thc ncces.
sity for planning with enlightening chapters on proble~ns
in different countries including stati=,t~cal rccords of
their economic act~vityby years for 1928-1934.

Arkin, Herbert and Colton, R. R. Graphs,
how t o make and use them. Harper, N . Y .

Coleman, J . K . State administration in
South Carolina. Columbia Univ. Press,
N . Y . 1935. 299 p. $3.50.

1936.224 p. $3.00.
After a dearth of new material on this subject, it i s
stimulating to have all the fundamentals of graphic
methods brought up to date, and ao aptly described in
one volume. Simple enough for the beginner, and a good
reference bmk for the veteran. Good chapter on methoda
of preaenting graphs in reports. Profusely illustrated.

Detailcd consideration of an archaic systcm of state
administration with specific recommendations for re.
organization A s an illustration of government and as
a basm of comparison for methods of other statea, it has
wide Interest. Siniple, dlrect and well documented. Extensive blbllography ~nclsdcd.

Bouck, Zeh. Making a living in radio. McGraw, N . Y . 1935.222 p. $2.00.

Dennis, C . H . V i c t o r Lawson, his time and
h i s w o r k U n i v . of Chicago Press, 1935.
4 7 1 p. $4.00.

Frank consideration of the many different podtions,
ranging from service man to writer, involved i n the
radio industry. Salaries. qualifications, drawback, and
merits are discussed, and the limitations and valuer of
radio school, earrespondence or resident presented. Fine
annotated bihllogcaphy included A well arranged and

A fascinating b i o ~ r a p h yof the builder of a great newspaper The chapters on advertising practices, circulation
building and the dcvelol~mmtof the Asaociatcd Press
are engrossing. The sketch of Eugene Field is deliglitful
and the letters by Mr. Lawson are both witty and sound.
A real contribution to contemporary Amerlcan history.

Vol. 27,
Directory o f N e w England manufactures.
George D. Hall, Inc., Boston, 1935. 684 p.
$10.00,
Supplies a need by giving up-to-datc information in a
field not covered by any recent publication. The maln
alphabctlc sectlon glvcs addresses, products, officers and
number of employees. Includes geographic and products
indexes. Pleasing in make-up. An excellent directory.

Dollard, John. Criteria f o r the Iife history.
Yale Univ. Press., N e w Haven, 1935. 288
p. $2.50.
An endeavor to find and utilize some criteria that
may establish a definite basis for definlng and comparing
hfe histories so that adequate recogn~tlonmay be given
the contributory factors. Thoughtful and dlspasstonate
hut rcqu~ringconcentrated attention.

Doob, L. W . Propaganda, i t s psychology
and technique. Holt, N . Y . 1935. 424 p.
$3.00.
The conscious or unconsctous use of propaganda and
its psycholog.~caleffect conaidered wlth special attention
paid to illustrative organizat~oneffort and to the various
media employed. Many footnotes wlth Interest~ngillustrations.

Dunaway, W . F . History o f Pennsylvania.
Prentice-Hall, N . Y . 1935. 828 p. $5.00.
An uccllent methodical, factual text des~gned primarlly a5 a reference book for school and college use.
Comprehenswc in scope, concise in style. Good in its
recording of definite information. Makes little attempt at
interpretive writing. Each chapter supplemented by well
selected b~bhography.

Engelsman, R, G. Getting ahead in l i f e insurance. McGraw, N . Y . 1936.204 p. $1.75.
Clear practical introduction bringlng out the advantag- and disadvantages Many spcc~fioruggest~onson
self-analysis and training. A sound hook.

Facts about the cost o f state and local government. N . J . Taxpayers Assoc., Trenton, 1935. 96 p. $1.00.
Much statistical data stressing costs arranged in convenient form Includes alphabetical hats of towns with
tax and budget data, charts showing state department
casts and other useful Itenm

Graham, Angus. Golden grindstone. Lippincott, Philadelphia. 1935. 304 p. $2.50.
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of chief tmls, brief reading list. A satisfacton introduction to the business.

Higgs, Henry. Bibliography o f economics,
1751-1775. Macmillan, N,Y., 1935. 764 p.
$11.00.
A work that will prove af great value i n scholarly
research. This chronological record covers the period
1751-1775 Publicatmns are arouped by the different
years under major topics as Agriculture, Commerce,
Soclal conditions, Transport. The number of publientlons, the variety of topics cavered and the Iastmg
prominence of many of the authors adds to the general
mtercst. The fact that such a wealth of material is st111
acowaihle more tban 150 y u r s later is chiefly due to
the foresight and devoted effort of such English acholars
as Professor Foxwell, Fellow of St. Johna College, Cam.
bridge. That i t is made accesstble through this scholarly
work rs a matter for gratitude for future hlstorlana.

Holmes, F . L. George Washington traveled
this w a y . Page, Boston. 1935. 288 p. $4.00.
Pleasant descrlptmna of trips to the many places as=.
c~atedwith Washington amplified by many quotations
from histor~crecords. Somewhat monotonous i n style.
Many good photographic illustrations. Numerous footnote references to source material.

Jastrow, Joseph. Sanity first. Greenberg,
N . Y. 1935. 312 p. $2.50.
Another of the semi-popular treatments of psychology
expressing many fundamental truths in aimple readable
style. Chiefly useful to the beginner. No index.

Kenny, Michael. Romance o f the Floridas.
Bruce, Milwaukee. 1935. 398 p. $3.75.
The story of the Jesuit misnonariee from Havana to
the Rappahannock. Little description but much historical
detail Illustrations of old maps and engravings of early
explorers. Interesting and clear in style. Cmd bibliography.

Xuehner, G. A. Philosophy o f education.
Prentice-Hall, N . Y. 1935. 624 p. $2.85.
A helpful anthology of comment on education, its aims,
its relation to soclal progress and problems of method,
organization, etc. Slncc the authors quoted are representative leaders in educational history, the anthology is
a guide to comparative views on the var~ous phases.
of sources included. Comprehensive
h n g b~bl~ography
index.

Lyman, D . B . Great Tom Fuller. U n i v .
The racy vlvld record of adventures among Indlans
California Press, Berkeley. 1935. 198
and Eskimos durlng the Klondike gold rush P r ~ m ~ t l v e
surgery received particular attention.
$2.25.
Hallgren, M. A. Gay reformer. Knopf, N. Y .
1935. 342 p. $2.75.
A crltical analysis of the President's activitws from
the point of vlew of an extreme liberal Effective uac of
suotatlons to support the author's foregone conclur~ons.
Well selected b~bl~o#raphy,
useful footnotes, good index.

Hadon, W a l t e r . Breaking Into advertising.
National Library Press, N . Y. 1935. 124 p.
$2.00.
Good, brief, elementary prweetat~onin attractive format. Gnciac definitions of jobs, glossary of terms, tist

of
p.

The brief history of a compiler of a church biographical
dictionary, who preceded Samuel Johnson by a century.
The problen~s of a career seeking clergyman in the
Cavalier-Purltan struggles are well covered. Bibliography
included.

McComas, H . C . Ghosts I have talked w i t h .
W i l l i a m s & Wilkina, Baltimore. 1935. 192
p. $2.00.
A member of the Department of Psychology, Johns
Hopkins University, tells what he has observed in years
of study of psychic phenomaa. His discumion ia impartial, Interesting, illuminating and even exciting.
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Minaker, F . C . One thousand ways t o make
$1,000. Dartnell, Chicago. 472 p. $2.50.
G n c i r e but readable sketcher showing unusual ways
of getting an income. Appendix includes retail budgets
and lists of equipment. A good hrhliography, without
mnotption~, concludes volume.

Mitchell, R. E. America, a practical handbook. Hamiah Hamilton, London. 1935.
318 p. $2.00.
A zuide to the United Stater, written for other Englrshmen by one wha has spent much time in American
universities. Delrghtful in style. and vividly dexriptlve.
rt mntains many useful hints on pronunciation^, names
and customn. Illuminating and enjoyable r u d i n g for
Americans a s well as the English.

Mudge, I . G . Guide to reference books.
Sixth edition. Amer. Lib. Assoc., Chicago,
1936. 504 p. $4.25.
This latest edition leaver us as always In MIS: Mudge's
debt. Comparison with the fifth edition proves the satia.
fying increase in the numbcr af bueinesn reference books.
Inclusion of such sections as the note on Services augments its value for special lrhrarians. I n some instances.
supplementary references are not to the most recent
wurcer, hut these are minor weaknesses in a rcholarly
work. The change in type and paper is plmsrng.

Myers, D . P. Handbook o f the League o f
Nations. World Peace Foundation, Boston. 1935. 388 p. Paper, 75c.
A clear outline of the organizatron, membcrs, related
bodies and actrvrties of the League. Succinct and specific
informatory notes are gwen for each Item. Detailed table
of contents. No rndex.

Riegel, 0. W . Crown of glory. Yale Univ.
Presr, New Haven. 1935. 281 p. $3.00.
The vivid biography of a lender of one of the Mormon
sects. The ;urbulent career of James J. Strang is an
intereating demonrtr~tronof the place in American folkways of the religious demagogue. A colorful, dramatic
record.

Sherman, R. W . I f you are going t o drive
fast. Crowell, N . Y . 1935. 149 p. $1.00.
C l u r , aane m d specific suggestions on driving. A n
txcellent volume for intensive study by beginners and
frequent review by the experienced driver.

Stearne, H . E. Street I know. Lee Furman,
N. Y. 1935. 411 p. $2.75.
The autobiography of a former editor of the Dial who
has known many of the liberal and lrterary lights of
New York'a Bohemia. Gay notes on Paris cover the
underlying desolnteness of a drrfter. Goad description
of pre-war life in New York.

Stevenson, R. A. & Vaile, R. S. Balancing
the economic controls. Univ. o f Minn.
Prera, Minneapolis, 1935. 96 p. $1.50.
An eminently readable and stimulating lrttle book
whore suggestions for meetlng vital economtc problems
are based on data assembled and published as the findings
of the Economic Stabilization Research Instdute. The
value of fact-finding bodiea is stressed, Many tables on
occupatronal changes are included.

89

Who's who in commerce and industry. Inetitute for Reeearch in Biography, Inc.
N. Y., 1936. 1200 p. $15.00.
A valiant attempt to provide biographical information
where it is much needed. Probably half of the entries
are not covered elsewhere. Tbe data collected is most
useful. Many names that belong in such a volume are not
included probably due chiefly to negligence on the part
of those approached. The omission of a geographic mdex
is unfortunate. O n the whole, however, hbrarians will
find thls compilation a diatmctly useful supplement to
other publications of rts type. The omissions in this editlon will doubtless be rectified rn later issue#.

Wilkins, H . T . Modern buried treasure
hunter. Dutton, N . Y . 1936.293 p. $3.00.
Some of the less usual ways of risking life and money
in finding pots of gold discussed with much entertaming
comment and description.

Wilrnerding, Laciua, J r . Government b y
merit. NIcGraw, N . Y . 1935. 294 p. $3.00.
The purpose of this analyst# of the problem of government personnel (Number 12 in the Inquiry on Public
Service Personnel) is to auggest ways of recrudng men
of competence and character to the government service.
I t considers present nnd possible methods with respect
to required and succeeding equipment, promotron, salary.
prestige, etc. The various problems are boiled down to
fundamentals.

Wintringham, T . H . The coming world war.
Seltzer, N . Y . 1935. 255 p. $2.50.
A Marxist d~rcusseaeffects of the mevitable reliance
on labor units In any future wars. H e surveys the possihilrtres w ~ t hacute apprarsal and to prove his approach,
quotes effectively from many sources. No index included.

Duplicate Exchange Committee
HE following items arc offered free, except

T

for the cost of transportation, express
collect. Please send requests to Miss Rosamond
Cruikshank, Chairman, Duplicate Exchange
Committee, Hartford Public Library, Hartford, Conn.
Bankera almanac & yearbook, 1928-29
Assoc o j l ~ j eitas. grcndcnts. Proc. 1935
Best's Life Ins. rewrts, 1933
Canning trade nlmanac, 1930-33
Chcmrcal ~ndustry'scontrib to the natlon, 1934-35
Chic. Darly Nnus almanac. 1930-32
Curlw. Leadlng ndvertraers, 1933
Ed. &Pub International yrbk., 1933-34
Ed. &Pub. Mnrket gulde, 1933-34
Hotel red book. 1933
Macrae's blue book, 1932-33
Market data handbook of U. S., 1929
Mmdy's Banks. 1930, '32. '34
Mmdy's Governments, 1932, 1934
M d y ' s rnvestment letter. 1933
Moody's Publlc Utliitics, 1932
Moody's Railroads, 1930
Pwr & Moody
Utilitlcs. 1924

-

Paor's Industrials. 1933
Poor's register of directora, 1931-33
Rand McNally bankers directory. 1931. I933
Thorns reginter, 1928, 1931, 1934
U. S. Gov't manual, 1935
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Wanted!

STATISTICS

THE

following items wanted by libraries to
complete files, etc. If any library is willing
to contribute them free except for express
collect charges, please communicate with Miss
Rosamond Cruikshank, Chairman, Duplicate
Exchange Committee, Hartford Public Library, Hartford, Conn.
A. L. A. Bookl~at,vol. 1-5
Avlatlon. v. 1-3; v. 25
Chemical abstracts, v. 1-23
Chemical news, v. 117 (1918?)
Clvil enmnnrlng, v. 1. 1931
Elcctr~cjournal, v. 1-4, v. 8
JI of polltlcnl ccon., v. 26, May & June 1918
d f n ~ v dofslalistru: Stock exchange handbook. 1881-84
Mccdfs Publlc Utilltlea three y e m old or lean
Niles weekly redstew, 52-75, Sept. 1836-June 1849
Pat, O5ce report& 1850, 1853, 1867
Rand McNally bankers d~rcetory.1930
Statistiul abgtmct. 1899. 1910. 1913-17

The Automobile Manufacturers Association,
366 Madison Avenue, New York, will be glad to
distribute 1935 copies of "Automobile Facts and
Figures" on request. A few copies of the 1934 edition are also available.

OF

CANADIAN COMMODlTlE l
A convenient key in chart form to h t y thrce cumnt statintical sources published
regularly.

A quick index to Exportr and Irnporta,
Prica, Stbcb, Production, Statistics, and
Marketing.

Eighty divisions of commoditia arranged
according to the migin classi$cal~onwed by
the Dbminion Bureau of Statistics.
Compiled by a Committee of the Montrcal
Special Libraria Association.
PRICE,5 0 ~
Size, 16% x 21%''
Order horn

SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
345 Hudson Sboet, Nmw York

THE MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL
1000 ROOMS

MONTREAL

1000 BATHS

HEADQUARTERS
for the S p e d Libraries Association
June 16th-19th
Extends a hearty welcome to delegates attending the
Annual Convention.
This famous hotel is situated at the hub of the uptown
business district, convenient t o all theatres and department stores, etc.
Three public dining rooms, with a wide variety of
a la carte and table d'hote meals.
J. ALDERIC RAYMOND
President

VERNON G . CARDY
Managing Dire&

Pages 91-96 deleted, advertising.

